Recent Publications and Works Relating to Newfoundland and Labrador
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THIS BIBLIOGRAPHY lists selected publications for the years 2001 and 2002. For bibliographical information about articles published in Newfoundland Studies, see the annual index appearing in the Fall issue.


"Al Pittman is gone but his works continue." Downhommer 14, 45 (October 2001): 98. ill. — re author


Bennett, Don. The trail of French ancestors. [St. John’s: Robinson-Blackmore?, 2002?]. 159p. bib. ill. ports.

Benson, David L. And we were sailors .... poetry and essays. St. John’s: Caleche, 2002. 86p. — protest literature


Boswell, Peter G. Municipal councillor’s handbook. 2nd ed. [St. John’s: Municipal Training and Development Corporation c/o Department of Municipal and Provincial Affairs, 2001]. 149p.


Bibliography 145

———. The works of Rev. Dr. Moses Harvey (1820-1901): an adventure in bib-
bib. ill. Available online: http://staff.library.mun.ca/~ebrowne.harvey/
introbib.html

Browne, Susan Chalker. “Phoenix rising: the story of St. Bonaventure’s col-
school 1997-2001

52. — re clothing

Bulgin, Iona. Mapping the self in the “utmost purple rim”: published Labra-
dor memoirs of four Grenfell nurses. Thesis (Ph.D) — Memorial Univer-
sity, 2001. x, [3], 483 leaves. bib. ill. maps

Burns, Robert Charles and I.Y. Burns. The genealogy and family history of
William Burns and Mary Hemsdale and allied families of Knowles,
Patchin, Pickerill, Webber and Yoder. Mesa, AZ: [the authors?], 2002.
vi, 304p. bib. ill.

Bursey, Brian C. Newfoundland and Labrador. St. John’s: Blue Ocean Pub-
lishing, 2002. 130p. ill. — pictorial work

Bussey, Barry W. A case study of public interest groups in the Newfoundland
educational reform policy-making process. Thesis (M.A.) — Memorial Uni-
sity. ix, 171 leaves. bib. ill.


Carew, Andrea M.E. Oil pollution and the Newfoundland and Labrador fish-
ery: current and potential threats for the conservation of commercial
fisheries resources in Placentia Bay. Thesis (M.M.S.) — Memorial Uni-
sity, 2001. viii, 101 leaves. bib. maps

Carmichael, Robert W. “Securing assets of oil and gas projects offshore Nova

Canada. Dept. of Fisheries and Oceans. Fisheries management policies on
Canada’s Atlantic Coast: a summary of policies, acts and agreements in
effect on September 30, 2001 that pertain to the management of the fish-
eries on Canada’s Atlantic Coast. [Ottawa]: Fisheries and Oceans Can-
da, [2002]. 105, 121p. bib. ill. Also in French

Carhart, George S. and Matthew H. Edney. “An exercise in map genealogy:
Guillaume Delisle’s l’Amérique Septentrionale and its many offspring.”
Mercator’s World 6, 4 (July/August 2001): cover, 44-49. ill. maps — re
17th-/18th-century map-making

Cazeils, Nelson and A. De Palmaert. Saint-Pierre-et-Miquelon. [Rennes]:

Chireop, Aldo and Bruce A. Marchand. “Oceans Act: uncharted seas for off-
shore development in Atlantic Canada?” Dalhousie Law Journal 24, 1


Clark, Joan. *Swimming toward the light*. Fredericton: Goose Lane, 2002. 235p. — fiction

———. *The word for home*. Toronto: Viking, 2002. xi, 286p. ill. map — fiction

*Coastlines: the poetry of Atlantic Canada*. Edited by A. Compton et al. Fredericton: Goose Lane, 2002. 311p. bib. — poems


Crompton, Amanda J. *A seventeenth-century planter’s house at Ferryland, Newfoundland (CgAf-2, Area D)*. Thesis (M.A.) — Memorial University, 2001. xvi, 502 leaves. bib. ill. maps


*Doris, doris* (*le doris hier et aujourd’hui à Fécamp et dans le monde*). 143p. bib. ill. — re French fisheries conducted at Newfoundland


“Fighting over Newfoundland’s forest.” *Canadian Wildlife* 6, 5 (Winter 2001): 5-6. ill. — re Main River logging


FitzGerald, John Edward. “‘The difficult little island’ that ‘must be taken in’.” *Newfoundland Quarterly* (Spring 2001): 21-28, bib. *Aspects* 35, 3 (Spring 2001)


———. "Hag rod." *Downhomer* 14, 3 (August 2001): 44-45. ill. — re dreams, sleep paralysis, folklore

———. "Ha’ pass and time for a mug-up." *Downhomer* 13, 10 (March 2001): 46-47. — re language relating to time and meals


———. "Radio country." *Downhomer* 14, 7 (December 2001): 40-41. — re 1914 wireless service, early broadcasts; covers 1920s-1950s


———. "Warts and all." *Downhomer* 14, 2 (July 2002): 46-47. — re folk cures

Hickey, Gloria. "Full Circle: First Contact." *Arts Atlantic* 18, 1 (Summer 2001): 51. ill. — re Newfoundland Museum travelling exhibit

Holly, Donald H. *From space to place: an archaeology and historical geography of the recent Indian period in Newfoundland*. 254 leaves. Thesis (Ph.D) — Brown University, 2002. ill. maps


Janzen, Olaf Uwe. The Colonial Office 194 series [index]. Corner Brook: Sir Wilfred Grenfell College, 2002—. Corner Brook: Sir Wilfred Grenfell College, Memorial University, 2002 —. Available online: http://www.swgmc.mun.ca/nfld_history/co194

Jarvis, Dale G. Architectural change and architectural meaning in Moravian Labrador. Thesis (M.A.) — Memorial University, 2001. iv, 158 leaves. bib. ill. map


LaFramboise, Lisa. “Just a little like an explorer’: Mina Hubbard and the making of ‘A woman’s way’.” Papers of the Bibliographical Society of Canada 39, 1 (Spring 2001): 7-44. facsimile ill. map ports. — covers 1892-1907; re Hubbard’s field notes and published narrative


Madigan, Mike. “One room school days.” Downhommer 14, 5 (October 2001): 21-22. ill. — humourous reminiscences


Memorial University. Sir Wilfred Grenfell College, Theatre Department. Starving artists' cookbook. Winnipeg: Rasmussen, 2002. 78p. ill.


“Missing ink: the Marconi station in Fogo.” Downhommer 14, 6 (November 2001): 81-82. ill. — covers 1912-1933


Murray, Hilda Chaulk. Cows don't know it's Sunday: agricultural life in St. John's. St. John's: ISER, 2002. 343p. bib. ill. maps (Social and economic studies; 65)

———. "Root cellars." Newfoundland Quarterly (Summer/Fall 2001): 8-11. ill. — reminiscences of growing up in Maberly


Nine. [St. John’s]: St. John’s Limited Ink Writer’s Collective 2001. 1 volume unpaged. — poems

"1942 trans-Atlantic FFC from Newfoundland." Jack Knight Air Log (January/March 2001): 1-6. facsimiles — re Botwood-Eire mail service


———. "Cherishables and chummies: Fretting over furniture." *Downhomer* 14, 1 (June 2001): 32-33. ill. — re detail work

———. "Cherishables and chummies: lost and found." *Downhomer* 14, 3 (August 2001): 94-95. ill. — re furniture — rocking chair, washstand


———. "Embellishing outport furniture." *Downhomer* 14, 7 (December 2001): 54-55. ill. port. — re scalloping and sawtooth decoration


Renouf, M.A.P. *Archaeology at Port Au Choix, Newfoundland*. St. John’s: Copetown, 2002. 122p. bib. ill. maps (Occasional papers in northeastern archaeology; 12)


Ries, Barry. “Anatomy of a rescue.” *Beaver* 81, 3 (June/July 2001): 38-43. ill. — re 1942 wreck of U.S. naval ships at St. Lawrence


Rollmann, Hans. *Labrador through Moravian eyes: 250 years of art, photographs and records*. St. John’s: Special Celebrations Corporation of Newfoundland and Labrador Inc., Department of Tourism, Culture and Recreation, 2002. 120p. ill. — pictorial work

———. “Newfoundland genealogy: Prince William Henry in Placentia.” *Downhomar* 13, 8 (January 2001): 36-37. — re 1786 visit; incl. list of Placentia area residents


*A safe haven: sixty years at the Crow’s Nest*. Edited by S. Lewis. St. John’s: Crow’s Nest Officers’ Club, [2002]. 100p. ill.


Saunders, Gary L. *So much weather!: facts, phenomena and weather lore from Atlantic Canada*. Halifax: Nimbus, 2002. vi, 218p. bib. ill. maps


———. "Newfoundlander wannabes." *Downhome* 14, 1 (June 2001): 52. port. — re mainlanders' love of Newfoundland


Sweet, Barb. "Digging up the past." *Canadian Geographic* 121, 4 (July/August 2001): 26. ill. — re The Rooms and Fort Townshend site


Tarrant, Donald R. *Challenge and change: an illustrated history of engineering and geoscience in Newfoundland and Labrador*. St. John's: Association of Professional Engineers and Geoscientists of Newfoundland, 2002. 269p. bib. ill. map


Town of Stephenville/La ville de Stephenville: the first 50 years. [NL: 50th Anniversary Celebrations Committee, 2002]. 60p. ill.


Wellman, Jim. "The Fisheries Broadcast: 50 years going on strong.” *Downhomr* 13, 10 (March 2001): 12-14. ill. ports. — re CBC radio program


———. "The August Gale (part 2).” *Downhomr* 14, 3 (August 2001): 40-41. — re 1927 wreck off Fox Harbour; incl. the poem "The August Gale"

———. "The Winter of the Rals." *Downhomr* 13, 10 (March 2001): 42. port. — re effect of Indonesian volcanic eruption on weather; covers 1815-1818

———. "To the end of the earth with Trudeau.” *Downhomr* 14, 5 (October 2001): 15-16. ill. ports. — re 1992-1993 voyage to Chile and Antarctic coast on board *Northern Ranger*


Williams, F. Mary and Carolyn J. Emerson. *Becoming leaders: a handbook for women in science*. St. John’s: NSERC/Petro-Canada Chair for Women in Science and Engineering, Faculty of Engineering, Memorial University; and Women in Science and Engineering, Newfoundland and Labrador, 2002. 142p. bib. ports.
